
Pro Pack Business / Duplication Plan 

This plan will show you how to make over $2,500.00 in a short period of time while, 
at the same time, building the right kind of organization to start creating ongoing 
monthly income. You will be close to the Senior Manager rank by completing this 
plan.  

Now, to clarify, nothing here should be construed as a guarantee of income. This 
plan is entirely dependent on you and your personal efforts in completing the plan.  

When people enroll in Rain, they can choose any of the packs for their starter kit, 
however this plan is based on you starting with one of the Pro Packs, and then 
bringing in other people with Pro Packs. 

 

In order for it to make sense for someone ELSE to purchase the Pro Pack, it first 
needs to make sense to YOU, so that you can help others understand the 
advantages of the pack: 
 

 Your enrollment kit is tailored to your specific interest. 
 

 It’s enough product for you to use as well as enough to enable you to share 
with others in promoting your business. 
 

 You’ll save on shipping charges. 
 

 Receive 3 business centers. 
 

 AND, very importantly, for 90 days an additional 5% will be added to a 
bonus which is paid weekly based on the product sales and consumption in 
your organization. This bonus is called the Dual Team Bonus and we’ll 
discuss it a bit later. 

 

 



So, let’s take it a step at a time: 

Step 1 

 
You enroll with a Pro Pack (you choose from the Focus, Fit or Balance options)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2 

Learn & understand the concept of a “Rain Partner Team:” A Rain Partner Team is 
started when you personally sponsor 2 Rain Partners and 2 Customers.  

 



You complete the Rain Partner Team by helping your personally sponsored Rain 
Partners to each sponsor two Rain Partners themselves. 

 

 

Step 3 

Begin your first Rain Partner Team by personally sponsoring two Rain Partners 
with Pro Packs. The best practice 
to maximize compensation is to 
place one Rain Partner on your 
“Left Team” and the other on the 
“Right Team.” 

 

In doing so, you’ll earn $270.00 in 
First Order Bonuses. 

 

Then, personally sponsor two Customers. Customers buy product but aren’t 
intending to build a business & don’t earn commissions. 



 

We’ll assume for this example that each customer purchases one box of Soul. In 
that case, you’ll earn an additional $40.00 Customer Bonus. 

 

Step 4 (and a WHOLE BUNCH of bonuses!) 

You work together with your two personally sponsored Rain Partners to assist 
them in sponsoring two Rain Partners each themselves (also with Pro Packs). 

 

 

 

In doing so, 
you’ll earn 
an 
additional 
$100.00 First 
Order 
Matching 
Bonus. 

 

 

 



You have now earned a 
total of $410.00. 

 

Assuming that you 
complete your Rain Partner 
Team within six months of 
the day the first person 
entered that team, you will 
earn an additional 15% of 
the commissionable sales 
volume generated by those 

people when they first enrolled. In this case, they generated $1,450.00 in 
commissionable sales volume. Fifteen percent of $1,450.00 results in an 
additional Rain Partner Team Bonus of $217.50. 

 

 

 

Added to the previous 
bonuses, that brings your 
commission total to 
$627.50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Now it’s time to discuss the Dual 
Team Bonus . . . because you’ve 
certainly earned one! The Dual 
Team bonus is based on the 
balance of the weekly ongoing 
commissionable sales volumes 
on your Left and Right Teams. 

 

 

 

  

 

You’ve generated $675.00 on 
your Left Team and $675.00 
on your Right Team. In the 
normal compensation plan, 
you are paid 10% of the left 
and right balanced number.  

 

 

 

In this example that number is $675.00.  The normal compensation plan pays 10% 
of that number which is $67.50. However, because you started with a Pro pack, 
an additional 5% is added for the first 90 days. In this case, that adds an additional 
$33.75, bringing the Dual Team Bonus to $101.25. 

 

 



 

 

 

The running total of your commissions at this point 
is now $776.25. But because of the sales volume 
your team has generated, you have also more than 
likely advanced to the rank of Manager. In that case, 
you’d also earn a one-time Rank Advancement 
Bonus of $30.00. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You’ve now earned $806.25.  

You’ve entirely repaid your initial investment (and 
you still have the product which has value!) and 
you have profited by $251.25 in straight cash. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Now just repeat the process. Start another Rain 
Partner Team. Moving forward, every Pro Pack Rain 
Partner Team you complete during your first 90 days 
will pay you an additional profit of $776.25. 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to all the cash bonuses you earn by creating Rain Partner Teams, you 
also earn FREE PRODUCT EVERY MONTH! Each Rain Partner Team generates 
$68.75 monthly in points you can use to purchase free product. You can earn a 
maximum of $270.00 in points to spend on free product every month! 

 

If you create 4 Pro Pack Rain 
Partner Teams, you’ll earn 
$2,580.00 in cash! You’ll also 
earn the maximum free 
product every month 
($3,300.00 in free product 
over the course of a year!) --
and you will have set yourself 
up with a serious team to 
start generating ongoing 
residual bonuses. 

 

 



 

 

At this point you’re also very close to 
advancing in rank to Senior Manager, which 
pays a one-time bonus of $60.00.  

 

 

 

 


